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As of 22nd March 2019 Westpile was incorporated by Bachy Soletanche in order to simplify its operating structure and add efficiency.

Current projects being handled by Westpile will continue to be delivered under the Westpile brand, but new projects will be undertaken by Bachy Soletanche.
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				With full transparency… 

By continuing to visit this website, you are agreeing to the use of cookies and other similar technologies by Bachy Soletanche, in order to improve your experience on our site, to enable gathering traffic statistics and to enable sharing content on social medias.		    
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			                 Privacy settings

            
                Decide which cookies you want to allow.

                You can change these settings at any time. However, this can result in some functions no longer being available. For information on deleting the cookies, please consult your browser’s help function.

Note: ct-ultimate-gdpr-cookie is a mandatory cookie used to record your preferences.

                Learn more about the cookies we use.
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